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Figure 1: Example renders of the San Miguel (left) and Sponza (right) scenes: Our scalable VPL-based bidirectional cluster-
ing method is capable of generating high-quality diffuse global illumination while leveraging the coherence between camera
samples to accelerate computations. The insets show a comparison between our method (right) and the state of the art [Chr08]
(left), which clusters only the light sources. Our method yields similar quality with a speed-up of up to ×2. Moreover, our
bidirectional strategy scales even better as the image resolution increases

Abstract
Virtual Point Lights (VPL) methods approximate global illumination (GI) in a scene by using a large number
of virtual lights modeling the reflected radiance of a surface. These methods are efficient, and allow computing
noise-free images significantly faster that other methods. However, they scale linearly with the number of virtual
lights and with the number of pixels to be rendered. Previous approaches improve the scalability of the method
by hierarchically evaluating the virtual lights, allowing sublinear performance with respect the lights being eval-
uated. In this work, we introduce a novel bidirectional clustering approach, by hierarchically evaluating both
the virtual lights and the shading points. This allows reusing radiance evaluation between pixels, and obtaining
sublinear costs with respect to both lights and camera samples. We demonstrate significantly better performance
than state-of-the-art VPL clustering methods with several examples, including high-resolution images, distributed
effects, and rendering of light fields.

1. Introduction

Efficient rendering of realistic illumination is still a chal-
lenging task: complex area light sources, environment light-
ing and indirect illumination are required to convey re-
alistic looks in the scenes, making it necessary to com-
pute the full global illumination in the scene. Many differ-
ent algorithms have been proposed to compute global il-
lumination [DBB06, KKG∗14], each with their own pros

and cons. From these algorithms, instant global illumina-
tion [Kel97, DKH∗14] offers a remarkable convergence to
a noiseless solution. It is based on approximating the illumi-
nation (both direct and indirect) using a set of Virtual Point
Light (VPL) sources distributed across the scene, in effect
transforming the full light transport into a many-lights prob-
lem, with overall cost proportional to the number of VPLs.
However, in order to obtain good results in scenes with com-
plex geometry, materials and light configurations, hundreds
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of thousands of VPLs are needed, which makes the algo-
rithm impractical.

Several algorithms have been proposed to efficiently solve
this many-lights problem, approximating the illumination by
grouping individual VPLs into clusters of lights [WFA∗05,
Chr08]. This results into algorithms that scale well with the
number of VPLs producing images with high-quality global
illumination very efficiently. These methods hierarchically
cluster the VPLs, so that the illumination can be computed in
an adaptive manner. These algorithms, however, still need to
be performed on a per-pixel basis and, although some exten-
sions have been developed to support distributed effects (e.g.
antialiasing or depth of field) [WABG06], still scale poorly
with the number of pixels.

Unfortunately, the current trend is to increase the number
of pixels being rendered, with HD resolutions being stan-
dard even in domestic images. Moreover, 3D displays are
increasingly becoming widespread [MWA∗13], and content
in form of stereo-images or even light fields [LH96] for au-
tomultiscopic displays is therefore required. This means an
explosion of the number of pixels that need to be rendered,
for which current strategies simply do not scale well. New
rendering algorithms that scale well with the number of sam-
ples (number of pixels times samples per pixel needed for
distributed effects) have thus become a necessity.

In this work we propose a new method for rendering of
global illumination using VPLs which is scalable with re-
spect to both the number of lights and the number of shad-
ing points being rendered. Our work leverages the coherence
between the camera samples to accelerate computations, by
using a bidirectional adaptive evaluation of the illumination.
We do that by hierarchically clustering and evaluating both
the lights and the shading points, so that similar points re-
ceive similar contribution at coarse levels of illumination,
while only fine scale details need to be refined. This strategy
allows for a sublinear cost with respect to both the number
of lights and shading points, making out technique very suit-
able for high-resolution images with distributed effects, ex-
celling in multi-image representations such as stereo-images
and light fields.

2. Related Work

Global illumination has been thoroughly studied, and a large
number of algorithms have been proposed for realistic ren-
dering, even in non-trivial domains different from the pri-
mal [DHS∗05, JMM∗14]. As such, we focus here on VPL-
based scalable algorithms, and refer the reader to the ex-
cellent surveys by Dutre et al. [DBB06] and Krivanek et
al. [KKG∗14] for a wider overview of the state of the field.

Lightcuts [WFA∗05] is one of the first scalable tech-
niques for VPL-rendering, which reduces the computational
cost by grouping the contribution of several similar VPLs
into a single one. It hierarchically organizes the VPL into

a light tree, where the internal nodes are clusters of lights,
and selects adaptively the optimal cut in the tree, by min-
imizing the error upper bound until it is below a certain
perceptual threshold. While scalable with the number of
VPLs, lightcuts needs to find the optimal cut for each sam-
ple in the image, which makes it inefficient when deal-
ing with distributed effects such as antialiasing or depth of
field [CPC84]. To address this problem, Multidimensional
Lightcuts (MDLC) [WABG06] extends lightcuts, allowing
to handle these effects efficiently by grouping both VPLs
and camera samples within a pixel. Later, Walter et al-
[WKB12] extend the range of materials that can be han-
dled in MDLC, by combining it with bidirectional path
tracing [LW93, VG94] via multiple importance sampling
(MIS) [VG95]. These techniques are however designed to
efficiently integrate samples within a pixel, and therefore do
not leverage computations between the rest of the image be-
ing rendered.

Similar in spirit to lightcuts, but simpler and more adapted
to production environments, point-based techniques also re-
duce the complexity of global illumination computations by
merging together several virtual lights into a single one when
they are far away to the point being shaded [Bun05]. This
approach is extended by Christensen [Chr08] in the PBGI
algorithm, where the VPLs are stored in an octree and their
clustered contribution is approximated by a spherical har-
monics expansion, which is used to efficiently compute an
approximated diffuse global illumination at each point. A
similar approach is followed by Ritschel et al. [REG∗09]
and Holländer et al. [HREB11] for interactive global illumi-
nation. Due to its use in production, several works improve
PBGI by reducing the memory footprint of the technique us-
ing compression [BB12], or designing out-of-core schemes
improving the parallism of the technique in large-scale ren-
der farms [KTO11]. All these techniques compute the illu-
mination at a single point without taking advantage of the
coherence between different shading points to amortize the
costs of traversing the shade tree. Wang et al. [WHB∗13]
handle this limitation by clustering points in image space
and computing an initial cut on the lights tree for the clus-
ter which is then refined for each shading point. While this
allows to amortize the computations of the first cut for all
points in a cluster, they only adapt the computations into
two levels, without leveraging the possible similarities be-
tween clusters, or the coherence existing within each cluster.
On the contrary, our work computes the cut adaptively for
all the shading points at the same time, leveraging the light
computations in all computed samples explicitly.

A different approach for scalable VPL-based indirect illu-
mination bases on formulating the problem as a large ma-
trix containing the relationship between lights and shad-
ing points [HPB07, HVAPB08], so that the final image is
the sum along the pixels dimension. This allows using us-
ing low-rank matrix approximation to extract a small set of
light clusters that then are used to compute the final image.
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This method allows to amortize computations by sharing
the light clusters in all the image, which makes it very ef-
ficient. Unfortunately, the light clusters are chosen globally
for all the image, which results into locally-suboptimal clus-
ters. Ou and Pellacini [OP11] handle this by performing the
clustering into small subsets of the image, based on that lo-
cal neighborhoods in pixel space will share a similar matrix
structure; this allows to significantly improve the light clus-
tering, but its quality is still dependent on the neighborhood
size chosen, which similar to Wang et al.’s work [WHB∗13]
might result into suboptimal clusters.

3. Background

The outgoing radiance Lo(x,ωo) from a point x with normal
nx towards a direction ωo is the sum of the emited and re-
flected radiace (Le(x,ωo) and Lr(x,ωo) respectively), mod-
eled as [Kaj86]:

Lo(x,ωo) = Le(x,ωo)+Lr(x,ωo), (1)

Lr(x,ωo) =
∫
H2

Li(x,ωi) fr(x,ωi,ωo)〈nx,ωi〉+dωi, (2)

where H2 is the hemisphere centered at nx, Li(x,ωi) is the
incoming radiance at x in direction ωi, fr(x,ωi,ωo) is the
BRDF at x, and 〈nx,ωi〉+ models foreshortening. The in-
coming radiance Li is itself recursive, since it comes from
other positions of the scene, both as a directly emited radi-
ance, or due to multiple interreflections of light. Therefore,
Lr(x,ωo) (2) can also be expressed as

Lr(x,ωo) =
∫
S

Li(x,s) fr(x,ωi,ωo)G(x,s)V (x,s)ds, (3)

where S is the manifold of all surfaces in the scene†, V (x,s)
is the visibility function between x and s, and G(x,s) is the
geometric attenuation modeled as

G(x,s) =
〈nx,ωi〉+〈ns,ωi〉+

‖x− s‖2 , (4)

with ns the normal at s. Note that in this point-to-point for-
mulation, ωi is the direction from x to s.

In most cases it is impossible to solve Lr(x,ωo) analyti-
caly, and stochastic techniques are usually used to compute
it. An intuitive approximation of Equation (3) would be to
model the light reflected at each point s ∈ S as a virtual
point light [Kel97], with emission I(s,x) equal to the en-
ergy reflected at s towards x. Therefore, if we precompute
a sampled set of N virtual lights, then Lr(x,ωo) can be ap-
proximated as

Lr(x,ωo)≈
N

∑
j=1

I(s j,x) fr(x,ωi,ωo)G(x,s j)V (x,s j). (5)

† Note that here we assume light transport between surfaces; In the
presence of participating media S would not be restricted to sur-
faces, but to every differential point s in the scene.

Figure 2: Schematic overview of the rendering procedure in
most adaptive clustered VPL methods [WFA∗05, Chr08] in
the scene shown on the left, illuminated by eight VPLs. These
VPLs are stored in a tree structure (right), which is used in
render time to shade point x, by selecting a tree that meets
the given termination criteria. By using this structure, the
number of light evaluations is reduced from eight to four.

While this approximation leads to good results, a large
number N of VPLs is needed to obtain an artifact-free image.
Unfortunately, the algorithm scales linearly with N, making
it to scale poorly with the number of lights, which in the end
reduces the applicability of the method when rendering com-
plex light transport, where hundreds of thousands of virtual
lights are needed to obtain good results.

Scalable VPL-based rendering The most common ap-
proach to reduce the cost of VPL-based algorithms is to clus-
ter the virtual lights, approximating the contribution of the
virtual lights in a cluster using a single super-VPL summing
their contribution. This transforms Equation (5) in a sum of
K clusters instead of N VPLs with K�N, effectively reduc-
ing the cost of the algorithm. While some techniques per-
form this clustering reduction by globally computing a set
of clusters for the full image [HPB07, HVAPB08], here we
introduce the basics of the methods that select the most ap-
propriate set of clusters for a specific point x.

The general procedure of adaptive clustered VPL meth-
ods [WFA∗05, WABG06, Chr08] consists of storing the full
set of VPLs into a hierarchical structure, where the leaves
of the structure are the actual virtual lights, and the internal
nodes are the clusters. Thus, the idea is ordering the clus-
ters with the upper levels of the tree being coarser repre-
sentations of the illumination, while lower ones store finer
details. Then, in render time, the tree is traversed top-down
by refining the nodes that introduce more error for each par-
ticular shaded point x, until the error introduced is below a
certain threshold, which results in a particular cut of the tree
C. Finally, the selected nodes c̃ ∈ C of the tree are used to
approximate the illumination as

Lr(x,ωo)≈ ∑
c̃∈C

Ic̃(c̃,x) fr(x,ωi,ωo)G(x, c̃)V (x, c̃), (6)

where I(c̃,x) is the sum of the radiance of all VPLs con-
tained by c̃, and the geometric and visibility terms G(x, c̃)
and V (x, c̃) respectively are evaluated with respect to a rep-
resentative point within the cluster c̃. An example of the pro-
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cess is shown in Figure 2. This adaptively selection, based on
hierarchically evaluating the light tree results into sublinear
cost O(logN) with respect to the number of virtual lights N;
however, this process is not amortized between several pix-
els, and thus needs to be repeated for each pixel, resulting
into a total cost of O(M logN) with M the number of shaded
pixels. This ignores the potential coherence of the incoming
illumination between neighbor shading points x that cause
that close-by points share similar cuts C in the light tree. In
the following section we propose a new algorithm that lever-
ages this similarity, which results into O(log(N +M)) cost.

4. Bidirectional Clustering

As discussed in the previous section, while current VPL-
based algorithms scale well with the number of lights, they
scale poorly with the number of points being shaded, and
do not leverage the local coherece between samples. In this
section we propose a new algorithm that combines the hier-
archical clustering and evaluation of both virtual lights ap-
proximating global illumination [WFA∗05, Chr08], and the
points being illuminated obtained from sampling the scene
from the camera (shading points), with the goal to reduce
the algorithm cost to O(log(N +M)).

The key idea of the algorithm is to amortize the compu-
tations between different groups of shading points, by pro-
gressively refining the precision in both the shading points
and the VPLs, in a similar way as previous methods re-
fine the illumination alone for a single pixel. To do this, we
first build two different hierarchies, one for VPLs TL and
other for shading points TE , where internal nodes c̃ ∈ T of
these hierarchies cluster their respective subtree (finer lev-
els). These two hierarchies are combined in render time, cre-
ating an additional hierarchy TE,L (Figure 3) where each
node c̃E,L ∈ TE,L is a pair of nodes of TL and TE so that
c̃E,L = (c̃L, c̃E). Each pair c̃E,L models the contribution of
the light node c̃L over the shading node c̃E . Each node is
then refined until the stop criteria is found. The result is a cut
CE,L ⊂ TE,L where each node c̃E,L ∈ CE,L is used to com-
pute the illumination at specific parts of the scene, where
coarse-level illumination features are reused over a large set
of the final image, and finer details are refined down in the
hierarchy. This is similar in spirit to classic hierarchical ra-
diosity schemes [SAG94,CLSS97], which also inspired pre-
vious scalable VPL-based algorithms.

The algorithm consists of two passes: in the first one the
VPLs and shading points are sampled, and their respective
trees TL and TE are created; in the second, the two trees
are used to adaptively render the scene. In the following, we
describe both steps in detail.

4.1. Tree construction

The input data for the algorithm are the set of stochasti-
cally sampled VPLs modeling the illumination in the scene

and the set of shading points where we are computing the
illumination. While VPLs model the indirect illumination,
but can also be used to model in a unified manner the con-
tribution from area or environment maps [WFA∗05]. For
each VPL we store its position and direction, together with
its emission; in our implementation we consider that all
VPLs are Lambertian, and thus we do not need to store any
directionally-resolved radiance. The shading points, on the
other hand, are computed by stochastically sampling from
the camera, which allows handling distributed effects in-
cluding antialiasing or depth of field [CPC84]. Similarly to
VPLs, for each sampling point we store its position, nor-
mal and sampling probability, and additionally we include its
BRDF, the incoming direction from the camera and a pointer
to the pixel from which the sample was generated.

Once the VPLs and the shading points have been com-
puted, they are introduced into two different hierarchies.
Following Christensen [Chr08] we use an octree. Although
other structures could have been used (e.g. binary trees built
using bottom-up approaches [WFA∗05]), we decide to use
octrees due to their fast construction and traversal, which is
important given the potentially large amount of elements to
cluster. We build the octree using a top-down approach, re-
cursively subdividing clusters in eight sub-nodes with iden-
tical size, until a minimum number of samples are stored in
each node; we set this number to eight in all our tests.

For each node we store the total projected directionally-
resolved area of the cluster Ac̃(ωo), which we need in or-
der to compute the stop criteria, as we discuss later in this
section, and is the sum of the projected area as(ωo) = as ·
〈ns,ωi〉+ of each VPLs in the cluster c̃L to direction ωo as
Ac̃(ωo) = ∑as(ωo). In addition, for the nodes in the light
tree TL we store the accumulated directional outgoing radi-
ance Ic̃ of the cluster as the sum of the outgoing radiance of
the node subtree. We store both the area of the cluster Ac̃(ωo)
and the outgoing radiance Ic̃ using spherical harmonics with
nine coefficients (for radiance we store nine for each color
channel), although more orders could be stored to handle
non-Lambertian VPLs with higher illumination angular fre-
quencies. Finally, for the nodes in the shading points tree TE
we store the bounding cone of the clustered point’s normals.

4.2. Rendering

In order to compute the illumination in the image we want
to obtain the most appropriate cut in the implicitly combined
hierarchy CE,L ⊂ TE,L of lights and shading points. We start
from a cut consisting of a single node pairing the root of
both trees, and then progressively refine it. In order to refine
a node of the current cut c̃E,L ∈ CE,L, we first evaluate if the
node meets the stop criteria, and if it does we compute and
store the contribution of the light cluster c̃L on the shading
points cluster c̃E .

On the other hand, if the node c̃E,L does not meet the stop
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Combined HierarchyLightsShading Points

Figure 3: Schematic overview of our method: The scene on the left is rendered with two samples c̃Ei with i = (1,2) and
iluminated with four VPLs c̃L j , with j = (1..4). We create two hierarchies, one for the shading points TE and other for the
VPLs TL (middle); in render time, our technique traverses both trees creating an implicit hierarchy TE,L by combining internal
nodes of TE and TL (right) until the termination criteria is found. The dashed lines represent final combined nodes in the tree,
representing that e.g. the VPL cluster c̃L6 shades the full cluster c̃E3. Colored dots in TE,L represent these combinations in the
combined hierarchy. Figure after [WABG06].

criteria, then it is refined adding a new set of nodes in the cur-
rent cut. Note that since we are using octrees, the combined
node c̃E,L would potentially have 64 children (8 children of
the light node c̃L times 8 children of the shading points node
c̃E ); in order to avoid cut sizes growing too large, we in-
stead refine only one of the base trees based on the heuristic
described later in the section. The algorithm ends when all
nodes in the current cut meet the stop criteria, and therefore
the optimal cut has been found.

Termination criteria The main termination criteria used
on a node c̃E,L = (c̃L, c̃E) is based on the projected solid an-
gle of the light or shading point cluster that form c̃E,L over
the other. The intuition is that smaller or far-away clusters
have smaller projected solid angle, and therefore the intro-
duced error is lower. For example, if the projected solid an-
gle Ω(c̃L, c̃E) from a the light node into the shading points
node is smaller than a user-specified threshold εL then the
criteria is met. We compute the solid angle as Ω(c̃L, c̃E) =
Ac̃L (ωo)

d2 , where ωo is the direction from the center of c̃L to
the center of c̃E , d is the distance between both centers, and
Ac̃L(ωo) is the projected area of c̃L stored in spherical har-
monics.

While this heuristic works well in general, it produces
some artifacts due to the errors introduced by encoding the
area in spherical harmonics (see Figure 4). To overcome
this, we impose an additional condition: that the projected
solid angle of the volume bounding the cluster Ω̃(c̃L, c̃E)
is smaller than a threshold ε̃L, such as εL ≤ ε̃L. This addi-
tional threshold is a weaker termination condition. Note that
Ω̃(c̃L, c̃E) =

πr2

d2 is constant in all directions, and only de-
pends on the radius of the bounding sphere of the cluster r
and the distance between clusters d.

While these two conditions work analogously for the pro-
jected solid angle Ω(c̃E , c̃L) from the shading points node to
the light node, we found that the stronger constraint εE does
not improve the results significantly; we therefore only use
the weak constraint Ω̃(c̃E , c̃L)≤ ε̃E , which allows us to avoid

Figure 4: The use of the weaker termination Ω̃(c̃L, c̃E)
(right) allows reducing the artifacts introduced by the strict
criteria Ω(c̃L, c̃E) due to the use of an approximation based
on spherical harmonics encoding to store the projected area
Ac̃L(ωo), and that is visible in the form of banding (left).

the storage of the area via spherical harmonics encoding in
TE .

Finally, we introduce an additional condition for the shad-
ing points, imposing that if the angle θc̃E of the cone bound-
ing the normals inside the cluster is wider than a threshold α

then the cluster should be refined. This allows us to eliminate
artifacts happening in clusters with strong normal variations
(e.g. corners or surfaces with high curvature).

Refinement heuristic If the current node c̃E,L = (c̃L, c̃E)
does not meet the termination criteria, then it needs to be re-
fined. However, as discussed before, the naïve approach of
adding into the cut all combinations between the children
nodes of c̃L and c̃E would be too inefficient. Instead, we re-
fine only one of the subtrees, while leaving the node of the
other tree. In order to select which tree TL or TE should be
refined, we base on one heuristic for each tree hL and hE re-
spectively, so that we select refining the light tree if hL > hE ,
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Figure 5: Sampling the visibility V (c̃E , c̃L) using a deter-
ministic shadow connection between the center of the clus-
ters introduce noticeable artifacts in the form of banding
(left), due to correlation between the samples, which intro-
duces strong discontinuities in the Fourier spectra of the sig-
nal [RAMN12]. By using stochastic sampling in the solid an-
gle Ω(c̃L, c̃E) as viewed from c̃E we remove these artifacts
(right), without introducing neither significant noise.

and the shading points tree otherwise, with

hL = max
(

Ω(c̃L, c̃E)

εL
,

Ω̃(c̃L, c̃E)

ε̃L

)
, (7)

hE =

{
∞ if θc̃E ≥ α

Ω̃(c̃E ,c̃L)
ε̃E

if θc̃E < α
. (8)

Computing the illumination in a node In order to com-
pute the illumination from c̃L to c̃E we need to evaluate the
term inside the sumation in Equation (6). Evaluating this
term is straight forward when both c̃L and c̃E are a leaf in
the tree, since it comes down to the standard shadow con-
nection between the VPL and the shading point being illu-
minated. In our case, in order to avoid artifacts produced by
the weak singularity due to the inverse squared distance in
G(c̃L, c̃E) (4), specially visible in the corners and in non-
Lambertian surfaces [KFB10], we transform the VPLs into
virtual spherical lights [HKWB09], which diffuses the con-
tribution of a VPL into its local neighborhood, effectively
removing these artifacts.

On the other hand, when at least one of the nodes c̃L or
c̃E is an internal node of the tree (a cluster) is more chal-
lenging, since the illumination is no longer computed point-
to-point, and instead several shading points are being illumi-
nated at the same time from a light cluster. Since computing
the radiance reflected from each point of the cluster c̃E to the
camera using a single value might result in severe artifacts,
we instead compute the incoming radiance Li(c̃E , c̃L) at the
cluster. This allows us to compute the final reflected radiance
on a per leaf basis, which reduces significantly any possible
banding. We compute Li(c̃E , c̃L) as:

Li(c̃E , c̃L)≈ Ic̃(c̃E , c̃L)Ω(c̃L, c̃E)V (c̃E , c̃L), (9)

where Ic̃(c̃E , c̃L) is the sum of the direction-resolved emis-
sion of the cluster’s VPLs, and Ω(c̃L, c̃E) accounts for the

foreshortening and the inverse squared distance of the ge-
ometric term. All these values are precomputed in the tree
construction process. On the other hand, the visibility term
V (c̃E , c̃L) must be computed in run time. This value is, as
opposed to point-to-point samples, not binary, since the clus-
ters might be partially occluded. A simple approach of com-
puting the visbility deterministicaly at a fixed sampling point
results into banding artifacts due to the correlation between
pixel samples [RAMN12]; instead, we randomly sample the
visibility along the projected solid angle Ω(c̃L, c̃E) of clus-
ter c̃L viewed from c̃E . This introduces a little variance, but
it is practically imperceptible, and it removes the banding
artifacts (Figure 5). This directionally-dependent incoming
energy is stored in the cluster of shading points using spher-
ical harmonics, and propagated at the end to the leafs for
reconstructing the final image.

5. Results

We have implemented our technique on top of PBRT
[PH10]. Images are rendered using one-bounce indirect il-
lumination, with the VPLs generated by uniformly sampling
the surfaces in the scene and computing the radiance from
the light sources to each point, although the method would
work similarly with multiple-bounces global illumination
computed using particle tracing [Kel97]. We compare our
method against a variant of the original PBGI [Chr08] us-
ing the same visibility computations as the described in Sec-
tion 4; we choose this comparison since PBGI is widely used
in production, and our work tries to improve its scalability
with respect to the number of pixels. All tests have been per-
formed on a Intel i7 4790k at 4 GHz with 16 GB of main
memory. Timings can be found in Table 1.

As shown in Figures 1 and 6 (left), our method is ca-
pable of rendering large scenes with complex illumina-
tion and geometry featuring multi-scale details and bump-
mapping, with speed-ups up to x2 with respect to light clus-
tering alone. This gaining on perfomance increases with the
numberof shading points (e.g. higher resolution images),
as shown in Figure 7; while for low resolution images our
method introduces the cost of traversing the hierarchy of
shading points, which makes it more inefficient than PBGI
for low-resolution images, as the image increases the impor-
tance of the fixed costs is reduced. This makes our method
very suitable to render high-resolution images with several
distributed samples per pixel. This is the case of the render-
ing of multiview content such as stereo images or light fields,
as exampled in Figure 6 (right), where our technique excels
on taking advantage of the large amount of redundancy on
the shading points.

6. Discussion & Future Work

In this work we propose a new method for scalable diffuse
global illumination based on VPLs based on a bidirectional
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Figure 6: Renders of the Sibenik (left) and Light Field (right) scenes. The insets show a comparison between our method (right)
and PBGI [Chr08] (left), with our method computing the images about 77% (Sibenik) and 39% (Light Field) faster than PBGI.
Our method is specially good at rendering light fields, given their large number of pixels and the intrinsic coherence between
them.

Figure Scene # Points # VPLs PBGI Our
1 San Miguel 10242×2 8M 10678 8299
1 Sponza 20482×2 5M 15134 7690
6 Sibenik 10242×2 1M 4905 3769
6 Light Field 40962×2 0.1M 12936 5056
8 Bunny 20482×2 5M 3515 5858

Table 1: Comparison of the cost (in seconds) between
PBGI [Chr08] and our technique for the render examples
shown in the paper. The number of points are specified in
number of pixels times the number of samples per pixel.

Figure 7: Comparison of the cost (in seconds) between
PBGI with εL = 0.01 and our technique with εL = 0.01,
ε̃E = 0.0001 and α = 0.1. In both cases, ε̃L = 0.1 is used
for varying number of shading points. The test is performed
in the Cornell Box scene shown in Figure 4 with 100K VPLs.

clustering of both the VPLs and the shading points. As op-
posed to previous works [WABG06, WHB∗13], our tech-
nique works with the full set of samples in the scene, which
allows leveraging the spatial coherence between the shad-
ing points. Our technique allows sublinear times in both the
number of VPLs and shading points, which makes it a very
good choice for rendering high-resolution images with dis-
tributed effects, and is specially suitable for multiview im-
ages such as stereo images or light fields. In addition, given
that our technique generalizes previous work on scalable
VPL-based global illumination, it can benefit from particular

Figure 8: Our bidirectional technique (top-right inset) as-
sumes diffuse light transport, which might result into energy
losses when rendering glossy materials, which can be han-
dled by other scalable VPL-based techniques (e.g. PBGI,
top-left inset).

improvements to make it more efficient in memory [BB12],
or to work in out-of-core schemes [KTO11] in large scale
distributed environments.

In the presence of curved surfaces, some quantization
in the spatial domain may be visible for low numbers of
VPLs. A more sophisticated strategy [KCLU07] can be
used to significantly improve the reconstruction in this high-
dimensional domain, as already shown in other problems
with high dimensionality [JMG11].

Our proposed bidirectional cluster assumes diffuse in-
terreflections, as shown in Figure 8. This can be extended
generating new diffuse shading points by sampling the
glossy reflections, as in Stochastic Progressive Photon Map-
ping [HJ09]; while this would be gracefully handled by our
system, it would potentially introduce some noise in the fi-
nal image and increase the cost of the algorithm. Warping
the spherical domain of the point samples to match bet-
ter the specular lobes [REG∗09], together with more so-
phisticated clustering algorithms, is a promising solution
for this problem. However, note that the directional fre-
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quency of the interreflections would be limited to moderately
glossy, given the limitations of the VPLs handling this light
paths [KFB10].

Finally, our work uses a simple terminating criteria, fun-
damentally based on the solid angle; while this condition is
intuitive for a user, it requires a very low threshold to avoid
artifacts in localized points in the scene, which is subopti-
mal in large parts of the scene. Including a more sophis-
ticated criteria, based on cluster’s contribution in the final
image, or using an adaptive boundary condition leverag-
ing low-level [FPSG01,DBD∗07] and high-level [RFWB07,
HČA∗12, JVS∗12] perceptual knowledge are promising av-
enues for improvement.
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